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LI — NOMENCQTURE, The notation used in this thesis is suumaarized below:

§xgQgL Definit Qgggg
F Unit of force
L Unit of length

T Unit of time
Kl,K2,KO,KR Spring censtants F/L

Demping coefficients FT/L

Displacements L
P, Leads F
MMMR Moduli of the material F/L2
Ta;Tb,T° Relaxation times T

1* Stress F/L2

Y smma L/L
t Time T
E Ccnstant of proportionality between

initial stress rate and the strain rate F/L2

co Frequency cycles/T
A Amplitude of strain L/L

F Time derivative of load F/T
a; Time derivative of displacement L/T
Ä: Time derivative of stress F/LZT

Y Time derivative of strain L/LT
exp•(a) The base of the Natural logarithum

raised to the a power
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ggg} Definition Units
s Laplacc trzmsform of t

1 atLaplace transform of a
1 atLaplace transform of to
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{LI — INTRODUCTION

The mechanical behavior of an inelastic material lies somewhere

between the action of a perfectly elastic solid, and a viscous liquid.

It has been a common practice among engineers end research investi—
I

gators to represent and visualize the action of an inelastic material

by mechanical models. From these models, mathematical expressions are

derived, which define the laws of behavior of the material under specific

loadings and deformations. These laws are derived specifically from the

differential equation governing the action of the model.
_

The mechanical model is usually coposed of two common elements,

a spring and a viscous dashpot. Each of these elements is a model of an

extreme in mechanical behavior. The spring, which is known as a Hooke

model, Fig. (l·•a), represents a perfectly elastic solid. The stress in

the solid is directly proportional to the strain, while the load on the

spring is directly proportional to its displacement. The viscos dash-

pot, commonly called a Newton model, Fig. (l•b), corresponds in behavior

to a viscous liquid. The stress in the liquid is directly proportional

to the time rate of strain, and similarly the load on the dashpot is

directly proportional to the time rate of displacement of the porous

_ piston. The investigator, with his experience and judgement, combines

these elements in such a fashion that their action represents the

behavior of the material being studied.

In practical applications, investigators in the field of

textiles (L, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, ll, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18) have fond these

models, in the more common forms, useful in analyzing the behavior of
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certain fibers, These models, in fact, are in common usage throughout

the physics of high polymers, Not only are they used in analyzing
~the behavior of visco~elsetic materials, but also as a method of

specifying their properties (l),

With due respect to the research workers in the fields of

polymeric materials, who pioeerd the use of these models, the author

feels that they will receive their real importance in practical

engineering, Already Freudenthal, in his recent book on the inelastic

behavior of engineering materials (7), has presented a scholarly treatise

on the use of the more comme models to represet the action cf these

materials, which cannot be dans completely by Hooke's Law, In the field

of Applied Mechanics, the models will serve ae a means for establishing

mathematical relations between stresses and straine, when a simple

linear relation is no longer appropriate, The equations obtained from

the model may be used as a general method of representing the great

quantity of experimental data on materials, necessary to the practicing

egineer, It is with the interest of applying these models to practical

engineering that this thesis was written,

In Figs, (1-c, 1-d, l•e), the more como models in use at

the present time are shown, Each ef these models will yield a stress-

strain diagram that is applicable to an inelastic material, but they

each fail, to a greater or lesser degree, in exhibiting other ooon

characteristics,

Figure (1-c) shows the Msx«s11 Model, which has a stress-

strain diagram that represents an inelastic material, This model
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exhibits a permanent set, hysteresis and stress relaxation, but does

not show a Bauschinger effect, primary creep or history which is

commonly called memory. Hence, this model does not completely describe

an inelastic material.

In Fig. (l-d), we have the Kelvin model which has stress-

strain characteristics of an inelastic solid, and also the properties

of hysteresis and primary creep. Yet, this model exhibits neither a
Bauschinger effect, stress relaxation, secodary creep nor a permanent

set. Therefore, the Kelvin model does not rapresent the behavior of an

inelastic solid as well as the Maxwe11 model.

The Zener model in Fig. (1-e) is the best representative of

an inelastic material, among the more common models. Not only does it

have the proper stress-strain characterietics, but also shows the

following properties; a Bsuschinger effect, hysteresis, primary creep,

stress relaxation, and a memory. The properties it lacks are secondary

creep, and a permanent set. The three models just described were

discussed by P. F. Chenea (2).

Professor Dan Frederick of the Applied Mechanics Department

at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, suggested that a detailed study

be made of the model shown in Fig. (1-f). This thesis concerns the

behavior of this model and the properties that it ehibits. The method

of investigation follows that proposed by Chenea (2).

WJ
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LV -·SYNOPS;S

A concise review of the investigation will be presented

here, so the reader will have an overall picture of the study made,

before entering into the details•

The differential euation governing the action of an

inelastic material is derivd from the load displacement relations

existing in the model• The general solution of the differential

equation is found, and the three forms of solution it may take are

discussd•
Stress is determined as a function of time, assuming the

material to be loaded at a constant strain rate• The effect on the

stress of varying the strain rate is studied, and graphe are drawn

to illustrate the results•

The equation of stress as a function of time is transformed

into a stress·strain equation, end this equation is anslyzed• Curves

are drawn showing the results of varying the strain rate on the stress-

strain relatio, and also the effect of varying the constant of

proportionality between the initial stress rate ad the strain rate,

The material is found to exhibit s Bauschinger effect and

also a permanent set when the unloading curve for stress as a function

of strain is derived• The Bauschinger effect for various strain rates

is illustratad in graphs•

The hysteresis loops for the material are drawn, and the

energy loss in a strain cycle is determined• The energy loss is graphed

es a function of the frequency•
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Strain hardening characteristics of the material are

investigated, and curves showing the effect of cold work at various

strain rates are drawn. The effect of a change in the constant of

proportionality between the initial stress rate and the strain rate

as a result of cold work is shown.

The properties of creep and stress relaxation of the

inelastic material and the laws describing these phenomena are derived

as a function of time. Curves are drawn illustrating these propertles,

and the effect of more compliceted loading.

Finally the material was investigated for a general memory

effect, by allowing the strain to be an arbitrary function of time.

The general solution, evaluated for the initial conditions, is found

by Laplace Transforms, and the memory effect illustrated graphically.
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Y — ;§!§§§IGATION AND DI§CU§SION

In order to maintain an organised train of thought, a

discussion of results will be integrated with each separate phase
of the investigation,

A, The Qigfgrengigl Qgugtgon gnd its Solutigg
The differential equation governing the action of the

model under loads and displacements will be derived from the relations

existing between the components of load in each element and the total
load,bet¤een the components of displscement in each element and the

total dieplacement, and between the load in each element and the

displacement of the elemet,

In Fig, (2) the model is shown, with the various spring

constants, damping coefficients and displaceent coordinates defined,

The various model relatios between the loads and displaceents are

also tabulated, Reference will be made to this figure throughout

the derivation of the differential equstion,

From relation (a) the total displacement is

x • xy + x3 + xL (A·l)
Differentiating this expression with respect to time, we get

i¤i2 +:23+iL, (A-2)
and substituting (6), its derivative and (f) we arrive at

(A.;)
K2 K2 C3 C3 C4

Using the load relation (f) between P, P1 and P2 the previous equationbecomes i a §;>—·§%§l + gg -,§%§l + gi • (Aez)
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a) X==-X2-%X3—+Xh d) Pl==KlXl
b) Xl==X2—+X3 9) E ==K2X2=:C3Ä3
C) Xl==X ——Xh f)

PWHERE_
X== THE TOTAL DISPLACEMENT OF THE MODEL
P ==THE TOTAL LOAD ON THE MODEL

FIGURE 2.
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AND

MODEL RELATIONS
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Now substituting (b), the equation becomes
P K J P K P· ... .1 _ .. „ .1 _ ..X ·= K2 -1,2 (X XL) + C3 C3 (X X4) + C4 (A-5)

which, after differentiation and substitution of the derivatives of

the relation (e), is
„ P Klä K1 P P K11? Kl P P
x¤'*"‘••""""'*""•""""""' •}""""••"""""'°•}"'*"•"""§••"*•K2K2 K2 C4 C3 C3 C3 CL C4

The previous equation may be written as

(1(2+K1)§+.l11§Zi=¥+Ö(§l+.IE.Z+§Z)+§1§2p, (41,..7)C2 C4 C2
C4Substitutingthe following values

C1
lK2 2 1 2 A 2 °

(K1 * K2) " Ko and K2 * KR

equation (A-7) becomes•- x JE „ i· P
O Tg Te E-Q2

Now dividing equation (A-8) by the area of the material, we get the

differential equation in the form
·2 MR Y ·· E Ev°¥+-ie;-·¤¢+·i,·;+·,11;?2 (A—9)

This is the governing differential equation for the behavior

of the inelastic material, where M° and Q ars moduli of the material,

and Ta• Tb and Ta its relaxation times•
If we assume that the material is to be loaded at a constant

strain rate, which is the usual method with modern testing machines,

the equation becomes
MR + ¤

·• 1* 1*--—·· 1*+-+-2, (A··10)Ta To Tb
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The general solution (14) for this differential equation is

« = Cl ami?-1/ar, + (1/41;,2- 1/Tb2)l/2}] +
+ 02 exp,{-1/2Tc -(1/1,·1·„2 - 1/·rb2)1/2]t]+Tb2 (A_1J_)

H 1
Q, Eogmg of Sglgtiop

l

Qaggglz The coefficients of the time exponent are complex

ßnd uuaquäl (Z%;2 <‘§§§), This indicates that the stress oscillates
with time about some constant value of stress, As the time increases,
the amplitude of oscillation deeays and the stress approaches the

eonstant value of stress as a limit,

Qggg_§l: The coefficients of the time exponent are real and

¤688tiV¤ (zélg >T;%”), For this case the stress increases with time,
and then approaches a constant value from either above or below,

Qgsg III: The coefficients of the time exponent are real
and equal (2%;; = gig), and the stress increases with time, The general

solution for this case is

«· ·· (01 + 02t) (exp, (••‘b/2Tc) + sbg MR 9/ra (s-1)
In the following investigation, Case I will be neglected,

since the author knows of no real material, which has the stress
oscillating with time when loaded at a constant strain rate,

Of the rsmaining two cases, only Case III will be investi-
gated in detail, The reason is that the stress—strain curves of
Case III are common to many of our present industrial materials, whereas
some of those of Gase II are not, All the curves of Case II show s

Nreversal of curvature which is not exhibited by many materials, In
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any event, Case III will show all the forms of mechanical behavior

that are required•

For the benefit of completeness, the stress-strain curve

for Case II will be drawn and analyzed in the next phase of the

investigatio• If the reader should be interested in this case and

wish to determine the other characteristics, the mathematical
investigation would follow that usd for Case III exactly•

Q• Stress—Strgin Curvg for Cage II

The general solution of the differential equation is

v ¤ C1 exp„&ü; 1/2Tc + (1/ZT:2 — I/Tb2)l/ä]t}+ •
+ C2 Tbz gg:

a
where gig ‘:‘Z%;Q • If we let 1¤=·1-(1 -1>2 <¤-1>1 ET; 75-:2 ig!

1

the general solutio becomes •
f ¤ Cl exp•(·m1t)+ Q2 exp•<-m2t)+ Tbz (5-3)

a
Loading the material at a constant strain rate and assuming

that the initial stress rate is directly proportional to the strain

rate, where E is the constant of proportioality, the initial conditions

Br! t·Og1'0’Y¤O,%‘E+•

Using these initial conditions to evaluate the arbitrary constants, the

solution for the stress as a function of time is

NN
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a m2 " ml m2 ' ml

@..51... Bxpe

BxpeThismay be transformed directly into a stress-·strain
equation, since at any instant the strain is

Solving for t in equation (C-5) and substituting its value in

equation (C·-4); we get the stress equal to this function of strain

exp•(Ta

Te · ¤·1> <¤2 — ¤1>
exp• (-ml I) - exp•(-m2 X). (C-6)“’2"‘“1 9 9

From this equation, the limiting values of the stress and
its derivatives are

Lim 1* ¤ O Lim ¤ E
Y .,O Y -->·O

2 ET. QiLim 1* =• Tb Ta Lim dY== O
Y ,,..> Oä Y ,,..p dä

Figure (3) shows the stress·strain curves for different
values of strain rate, The curves increase and then become asymptotic
to a limiting value of stress, from above or below• The value of the
limiting stress is directly propertional to the strain rate• If a
faster strain rate is used in the test, the limiting stress will
increase,
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The initial slopes of the curves are all equal and depend

solely on the constant of proportionality between the initial stress

rate and the strain rate,

Of particular interest is the curve for the lowest value of

strain rate With a judicious choice of constants, this curve

could be made to represet the stress—strain curve for steel up to

and through the yielding region,

In Figure (4), the stress-·strain curve for }'ä°2= is

compared to curves for which is less than 2%;;, whexziäz is only
slightly less, the eurves are similar and the limiting value of stress

„ is still approached asymptotically from below, The curve of Case III

(gig • Zélg) may be used with proper oonstants to represent all curves

of this form, When Eäz becomes much less than Zääz the curve changes
radically, A maximum stress is reached, which is greater than the

limiting value of stress, and the limit stress is approached asympotically

from above,
All curves of Case II have a reverse curvature, whereas those

of Case III do not,

Q, gtrggg gg g Qggctigg gf Time gg; Cggg 1]]

we will assume that at the instant of loading, the initial

stress rate is directly proportional to the strain rate, The symbol E

will be used as the constant of proportioality, and depends upon the

material being investigated, Using these initial conditions

t ¤ O, r ¤ O, Y ¤ O and Ö • E I

a
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in the general solution (B-l) •
’ 1 • (01 + 02z) axp.(-z/zrc) + rbz gl;

the arbitrary constants are

Cl ·· — rf (D-1)
° .

02··The

equation of stress as a function of time is
< * Tbz gg! E · ¤¤¢1¤•(··t/2Tc ) · z exp•(··t/2TcÜ+

+ si
tEvaluatingthe equation at its limiting values, we get the following

results,

Lim 1 ¤ 0 Lim Q ¤ xj
t —•-0

·
t —~·O

aMO t.-p MO

In Fig• (5) and Fig• (6) are graphs of stress versus time•

As the time approaches infinity, the curve becomes asymptotic to a

limiting value of stress and indicates a truly plastic state of stress•

The graph of Fig• (5) shows that the limiting value cf stress in the

inelastic material will increase with the strain rate, es will the

stress rate• In Fig. (6), it is noted that the limiting value of

stress is independent of the constant of proportionality between the

initial stress rate and the strain rate, but that the stress rate will

increase with an increase of this consta¤t•
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E. gtresg gg g Eggction of Strgin for Cgsg;;L; j

The equation for stress as a function of time is developed I

directly from equation (D-3) in the previos phase of the investi-

gation. Since the strain rate is a constant, the strain at any

instant is

Y ·· *· + (E—l)
therefore

t =· § (E-2)
substituting this value of t in quation (D-3) we get the equation

of stress as a function of strain

•• • +Ta 2TcY

+ EY exp- (·—Y/2·1·„?) (E-3)

The limiting values of the stress and its derivatives are

Lim < = ¤ Lim —§$ - E
Y *-·° e . Y-—°

LimLimThe

stress in the inelastic material increases with the

strain and becomes asymptotic to a limiting value. As the curve of

stress versus strain becomes asymptotic, the material approaches a

purely plastic state since there is no appreciable increase in the

stress with continued yielding. The value of the limiting stress is

directly proportional to the strain rate, while the initial slope of I

II
I
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the stress·strain curve is entirely independent of it. The initial

slope of the stress-strain curve will Vary only with the constant of

proportionality between the initial stress rate and the strain rate.

The value of this costant does not effect the limiting value of stress.

These conditions are illustrated in the graphs of stress

versus strain shown in Fig. (7) and Fig.(8).

F. Baggchinger Effect for Cage 1;;

To show a Bauschinger effect in the material, we load to a

stress v ¤ vb and a corresponding strain Y ¤ Yo, and then reverse the

directio of loading. Time will be measured from the position v ¤ ro

and Y ¤ Yo. This will yield an unloading curve of stress es a function

of strain. Y ,
.Applying these initial conditions T

to the general solution of the differential equation (B·l), now with

a negative strain rate —

e -
(cl + 621;) exp.(··t/2T°) -

Tb?a

we get for the two unknown constants

Cl ¤ 1; (F.;)

cz - fzbrqc +
Tb?Theequation for the stress as a functio of time is therefore

·r == ·
'l‘b2 Zivi [1 - exp.(•1;/2T;) - 1; exp. (—e/2%)]+

a

* To (1 * 5%;)
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With the strain rate held constant throughout the unloading

test, the strain at any instant may be found from the equation

Y · Yo · ß Y (F·-4)
With this relation, time can be found as a function of Y, Yo and Y1:
·=Substitutingthis expression for t in equation (F~3), we get the

stress on unloeding es a function of the strain
, 2 °

T " ·· ·- }+
“° fo [1 °XP•

I;Thelimiting values for the stress and its derivatives are

given below
V

Lim Y ¤ vo Lim äé = E

Y "',' YQ Y *">YO

Lim Y = — Tbz gg! Lim ää = O
Y··'? °° Y ...; oo

As the strain decreases and becomes negative, the stress

decreases and becomes negative, approaching e limiting value asymptotically•

If the strain rate used in unloading is equal to the strein rate used

in loading, the value of this ssymptote will be numerically the same

es that of the loading ourve• An increase in the strain rate will

numerically increase the asymptote, while a decrease in the strain rate _

will decrease the asymptote• The initial slope of the unloading curve

ei....„iliiiinii......................................................................................«
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is independent of the strain rate, and is a function only of the

constant of proportionality between the initial stress rate and the

strain rate, This constent has no effect on the value of the asymptote,

The slope of the unloading curve is dependent ups the maximum
value of stress reached during loading, and the slope increases with
an increase in this stress, The slope of the unloading curve is greater
than the slope of the loading curve by a term including the maximum

stress reached in loading, As a result of this, the unloading curve

does not pass through the origin when the stress is zero, but crosses

the strain axis to the right of the origin, This indicates the

establishment of a permanent set in the material,

The Bauschinger effect in the inelastic material is obvious

for a strain rate on uloading that is unequal to the strain rate used
in loading, It is interesting to note that the material will show a

negative Bauechinger effect, i,e,, the yield strength is greater when

the direction of loading is reversed, if the strain rate used in

uloading is greater than that used in loading,

For the case where the strain rate used in loading and

unloading are equal, the differece between the loading equation and

the unloading equation indicstes a Bauschinger effect, A graph of

these two equations establishes this fact,

These phenomena, which have just been discussed, are shown

graphically in Fig, (9) and Fig, (10),
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The existence of a hysteresis characteristic in the

inelastic material was established in the previous section, when

the material was found to exhibit a permanent set. During an

unloading cycle this set must be forcibly reversed, and as a result,

there must be a permanent ependiture of work. Using the loading

an unloading equations found previously, this characteristic

manifests itself in the curves plotted in Fig. (ll) ad Fig. (12).

Figure (ll) shows a single hysteresis loop, while Fig. (12) shows

the hysteresis loops obtained by a series of loading and uloading

Y oycles.

The energy loss in a strain cycle will be investigated now.

Returning to the original differential equation (A·10)

Y·+ gz + EE; • H0 Y + ¥I ,
and chocsing the strain to be a periodic function of time, such ae

Y ¤ A sin um (G—l)

the differential equation becomes

Now if we again choose

the geeral solution of the differential quation is

1* ¤ (C1 + C2t) exp. (·-t/2T¤) ·· M1 sin out + H2 cos mt

B. Ö
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With the following initial conditions

t¤O,1==Oand1=•E?° where ‘}==§° at t==0

the arbitrary constants become

Cl = - M2 (6-6)
C == — gg + M cn2 ¤ 2Tc *1 (G'?)

The solution fer the stress is
~ I M

1 •
- M2 exp•(-t/2T,) + t exp•(-t/2'Pc) (EY° —

Eäc + M1 0,) ..

- M1 sin aß + M2 cos 0Jt• (G-8)

The energy loss in a strain cycle is

EJ,. ·= S gi ¢ ~} az. (6-9)
o

Substituting the time derivative of the strain from equation (G-l),

and the stress es a function of time given in squation (0-8) into

equation (0-2), the energy loss is

E•L•ReplacingM2 by its value, the energ loss is

The limiting values of the energ loss ers given below

Lim E•L•
" Ü Lim E•L• ‘ Ü

a> ->O a>—··>°*¢
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As the frequency increases, the energy loss increases to a

maximum value, then decreases with a further increase in frequency.

In Fig. (13), a graph is shown ef energy loss as e function of the

frequency.

H. Strgin Haggenggg fer Cgse ;;;

To investigate for the property of strain hardening in the

inelastic material, we will load to r ¤ ro and Y
• Yo, and then unload

to ¢ • 0 and Y ¤ Y1. Upon reaching this letter positio, we will begin

to reload immediately. Time will be measured from the start of the

reloading test. The strain rate during reloading will still be a

constant. The initial conditions for this test are

t ¤ 0, v ¤ c, Y ¤ Y1, and Y • E?.

Using these conditions in the general solution of the differential

equation (B·l), and solving for the arbitrary constants, we obtain this

equatio of stress as a function of time (see phase D of the investi·
YY

gatio) •
1* = Tbz -,i,M·ä-I

[1 — exp. (-·t/ZT,) ·· t exp. (-t/2Tc)/2Tc] +

+ E1? 1; exp. (-1;/21;) (11-1)

Using e constant strain rate for reloading, the strain at

any instant is

Y ' Y1 * t Y (H·2)

We can use this relation to transform the equation (H·l) so that the

stress becomes a function of the strain. Solving for t in equation (H—2),

\
1- eene.-1...................................................................................J
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we substitute its value in equation (H—l) and obtain
‘Y {1 ·· 8><P• [2•Xp•8

2T°?
+ E(v ·· Y1) e=<p• E- (Y -· (1;...3)

If the material is reloaded at the same strain rate used

in the initial loading test, and the constant of proporticnality

between the initial stress rate and the etrain rate is the same value,

the reload curve will be the same as the initial loading curve, hut

shifted to the right a value of strain Yi• Both curves will approach

the same limiting stress, and the yield point will not change from the

Value dbtained in the initial loading, However, the common pactice

in cold working is to reload at a greater strain rate, This does not

affect the initial slope of the stress strain curve on reloading, which

is dependent upon the constant of proportionality betwee the initial

stress rate and the strain rate, but will increase the asymptotic value

of the reload curve, Hence, the material will show strain hardening if

the cold working is doc at a faster strain rate, This is illustrated

1¤ mg. (ll,)•
Should the constant of proportionality between the initial

stress rate and strain rate be different on reloading, the slope of

the reload curve would not be the same as that of the initial loading

curve, The slope would increase with an increase in this constant ad

it would decrease should this constant decrease• There would be no

effect on the limiting stress since the value of the asymptote is Y

independent of this constant•
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If a period lapses before reloading, the stress will

remain zero, but the strain will relax, according to the law given

in the section on creep, to some value• The reloading curves after

this interval will still follow the laws determined above. In Fig. (15),

the effcts of the last two oharacteristics of the material are shown•

L. §t;ggg Relggggigg gg; gggg I;]

The stress ralaxation law, which the stress follows after the

material has been eubjected to a constant strain, will be determined by

loading the material to a stress v • <° and a corresponding strain

Y ¤ Ya, The strain will be held constant at a value of Y • Y°• Time

will be easured from the instant the strain becomes constant• The

original differential equation (A-9), with the strain now constant,

become

+ + ä ·· 0 (1-1)
With

the general solution of the differential equation is

«· = (01 + 021;) exp. (1-2)

Applying these initial condition to the general solution

+.-0,we
determine the following values for the arbitrary oostants

C1 ¤ fo (I•3)

02 · gg; - Q0 (1-4)
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Using these constants in equation (1-2), the stress relaxation law is V

·•'
·· vo (1 + äqc) exp. (·t./2'1·°) - Qo e exp. (-t/211;). (1-5)

The limiting values of the stress are

L1m<•1·° Y Lim ·E·•·-{·°
t --O t —•-0

Lim ¢ · 0 Las Q · o
z -·- •:·= t-— *'
With the strain held oonstant, the stress relaxes from its

maximum value to zero. The rate at which the stress relaxes varies

with the value of the maximum stress reached just before holding the

strain constant. As this maximum stress is increased, the slope of

the relaxation curve increases. The initial rate of stress relaxation

is dependent upon the material, and must be evaluated experimentally.

Figure (16) shows stress relaxation curves, with the stress relaxing

from different maximum values. In Fig. (17), the loading process to

obtain a stress relaxation curve is shown.

Q. Qreeg {or Cage [1;

The creep characteristics of the material will be found by

loading to some stress r ¤ so and corresponding strain Y ¤ Y°. Then

the stress will be held constant. Time will be measured from the instant

the stress becomes equal to ro. The strain will then be found as a
function of time.

The original differential equation, with the stress held constant

bgcßmas ,, fiä.2 (J,,]_)
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for which the general solution is
1 T t

Y = Cl + C2 exp• (3.Q)

Using the initial conditions

t ' Os T “ Ygs Y ‘ Yo and Y ' Yc
the arbitrary constants become

M T 1 TC • ...21 ' .. %1 MR (Y,, MRTIJ2) + vo <J··3>
M T 1 TG ==·--·‘·*·°<§

···~9-“>• (11-4)2 MR 0 MRTb2 Y
With these constants, the solution for the creep strain is

M T 1 T 1 T t0 Q • Q 8Y ° MR
(YoThelimiting values for the creep strain are

Lim Y ¤ Yb Lim Y = Ya
t -·O t -·0

, 1„T tLim Y ¤ etc Lim Y ¤ ·—··¤2MRT},
1; —•°¤¤ t—••- do

The inelastic material shows both primary and secondary
creep• The first term in equation (J—5) represents the primary creep

and the second term, the secondary creep• Both of these terms are

shown lndependentl$jFig• (18), The initial slope of the creep curve
is dependent on the material, and must be determind in the 1aboratory•

The initial strain and the slope of the creep curve are dependent on

the value of the ccnstant stress applied to the material• The higher
the value of the constant stress, the greater is the initial strain,

and the steeper the slope of the creep curve• In Fig• (19), creep

curves are shown with different values for the constant stress•
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If the oonstant stress at which the creep test is run is

applied to the material instantly, in the form of a dead weight, the

strain rate may be assumed infinite, As a result, the dashpots are

considered rigid, and all the lead is absorbed initially in the

spring, This yields an initial strain in the model equal to the stress

multiplied by a spring constant equivalent to the elastic action of

the two model springe in parallel, In the inelastic material, there

will be an initial strain due to an instantaneous elastic action of

the material, This initial deformation is defined in terms of the

moduli of the material and the stress es

Ye = °i"i··$%“·*M <,, „ w-6>
where va is the applied stress, After this initial strain, the material

will creep according to the law given in equation (J—5),

If the applied constant stress is removed instantly, the

value ef strain will be reduced imediately by a value of strain given

in equation (J·6), The reason for this action is the same as that

for the existence of the initial strain when loading,

After the removal of the load v° and the instantaneous

reduction in strain, the strain will reduce according to the law

Y ·· Y2 ·-

exp,whereY? is the value ef the strain immediately after remeving the

load, and äh is the initial recovery strain rate, In equation (J-?)

time is being measured after remeval of the load, As can be seen from

equation (J-7), complete recovery does not occur, but rather the strain

ale———.—...................................................................„.......„....„„„„„„„„,„„;
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strain is given below _

LimNu
t-—·••-••• t.-npeta

The previouely discussed phenomena is illustrated in the stress•time
and strain·time curves of Fig• (20)•

K, Memogg Effect fg; Cage Il;
To show in general the memory characteristic of the material,

the strain will be chosen as an arbitrary function of time• In the

differential equation (A-10), the left side becomes an arbitrary
function of time G(t)• Equation (A-9) becomes

? + ä. +Til? • nc? + •-gg = c(1;). (K·1)

This equation will be solved by Laplace transforms (3) using these

initial conditions

Reembering that

Tb ¤ 2To
the transformed quation is

82848)- 8 8488)- é4„) + gi-; «48)- Z-}? + gi)- · 648). 4x-2)
Subetituting the initial conditions and rewriting, the equation
(K•2) becomes

ä; + 2%:2) ¤ G(a) + a 10 + äf + }°. (K—3)

I
I
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-51- I lSolving (K-3) for 1(s) and collcting terms ws have

1(s)(¤ 3;;) 2'1‘„(s+;%;) (¤+‘5q=;)
(¤+‘5‘5—;)Applyingthe inverse transformation to (K-4), we obtain 1 as this

function of t•
1 • 10 exp. (-t/2T°)(l + 5%;) + 1ot exp. (-t/2Tc) +

t
+

Ä
6 (1 - 6) e exp. ae, (K-6)

which contains the convolution integra1• e

The first two terms of equation (K-5) are instsntaneous
effects depending upon the value of time, The third term involves
the memory function, and since it is an integral over all values of
time from zero to the instant of investigation, it modifies the stress
by the previous history of the material. Figure (21) shows the effect
of the memory function•

ggg_______________________________..........................----------——------
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ZT, PRACQICAL APQLQCAQION

Initially, the material being studied must satisfy three
conditions; a) it must have a stress·strain ourve with a form similar
to that in Fig• (7), b) when subjected to a constant strain, the

experimental stress relaxation ourve must correspond to the curve in

Fig, (16), and c) when losded as shon in the stress-time curve of

Fig• (20), it should yield a strain—time curve similar to that shown
‘ in the same figure,

To apply the equations determined in the investigation, it

is necessary to establish the value of the six unknown constants,

These six constante are E, Tb, Tb, Ta, Mb and MR, which actually may
be reduced to five since it is assumed that Tbz ¤ 4 Tb2• The value
of the censtants will be determined from the aforementioned experi-

mental eurves„ From the three ourves, the values of E, Tb and Tb can
be ebtained directly, and three relations established containing the

remaining unknown constants Ta, Mb and Mb fro which their values may

be obtained•

From the stress—strain curve, the value of E is determined
by the initial slope• From the stress relaxation curve, Fig, (16),
a value of stress and its corresponding time is chosen• The initial

slope and stress are determined directly fro the graph. Using these
values in the stress relaxation law (I·5)• the constant Ta can be
determined• With the value of Tb known, Tb can be found immediately
since
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is equal te a function of Tb, MR, Y, and Ta, where Tb is now known.
NThe value of Y was established during the experiment• This yields N

an quation where there are two unknowns Ta and MR, The equaticn is
Limiting value of stress (A)

a

Now, from the experimental curves correspcnding to Fig, (20),

two more relations are established, from which the unknown constants
can be determined• Referring to the strain-time curve, the initial

strain YO is a function of the moduli ef the inelastic material, and
the applied constant load. This functic ie

vo ¤ Initial strain, (B)

where vo, the constant applied stress is known, and the initial

etrain is obtained directly from the graph• The value of strain,

which remains permanently in the material after suddenly removing the

constant load, and allcwing time for strain recovery is

NY2 - E9-gg-IB ¤ Permanent strain (C)Mg N

The permanet strain, the initial slope of the reccvery

curve ”YR and the value cf strain remaining in the

materialimediatelyafter removal of the constant load Y? are determined

from the strain—time curve•
NThe three equations A, B and C are functions of the three

remaining unknown ccnstants, and the value of teese constants may be

determined• N
N
N
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With the constants in the equatione governing the action
of the material known, the equations may now be used topredictthe

action of the material under various loading conditiomue

ll

l
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The model investigated, ehibits and defines in

methematical expressions all the laws of common mechanioal behavior

of an inelastic solid• As a result, it excels the more como

models disoussed in the introduction not only in oopleteness of

behavior, but also in possibilities of application•

In a practical sense, it is of interest to note the

similarity between the stre6s·strain ourves of the model and those

of some aluminum alloys, Duralumin, magnesium and oopper• The oreep

and strain recovery curve of F1g• (20) is in close agreement with

_ that of real metals discussed by Nadai (l5)•

This seems to indicate that the model will be useful in

giving mathematical equations for the behavior of these metals under

different test conditions•
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